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ALL PARTS OF THE SAME THING: 
DISPATCHES FROM THE CREATIVITY 
EVERYTHING LAB
David Gauntlett & Mary Kay Culpepper
Abstract
While government and society consider creativity an essential trait for uni-
versity students, and indeed everybody, disciplinary silos continue to be 
maintained, and there is little consensus on how to approach its teaching, 
research, and general cultivation. For universities to transform into places 
where a diversity of creativities thrives for students, faculty, and the varied 
constituencies they serve, new and open thinking is mandatory. In this paper, 
we detail the transdisciplinary roots of our work in the Creativity Everything 
lab at Ryerson University. As a team of researchers developing projects and 
experiences that embrace a wide range of creators and creative practices, we 
are fashioning the lab to facilitate the actions of doing and making in learning 
and research. Three case studies – our ongoing efforts at supporting learning 
for students, a research project on platforms for creativity, and the community 
outreach of the 2019 Creativity Everything FreeSchool – explore how teaching, 
research, events, and collaborations in multiple media intersect in a multifac-
eted system for relating to and engaging with creativity. Our studies suggest 
that creative practice-as-research helps people make connections that fuel 
curiosity and experimentation. We argue that engaging in multiple perspec-
tives of the “everything” of creativity better equips our students, university, 
and public to reap its benefits and rewards.
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ALL PARTS OF THE SAME THING: 
DISPATCHES FROM THE CREATIVITY 
EVERYTHING LAB
David Gauntlett & Mary Kay Culpepper
When the Creative Canada Framework (2017) declared its intention to 
transform the institutions that serve the country’s creative and cultural life, 
Canadian universities seized the opportunity to burnish the fields of study 
that served its purpose. The framework’s emphasis on creative industries, 
including publishing, music, cinema, crafts, and design, presented those 
who teach and research these subjects with the chance to consider its 
implications for our students, our institutions, and ourselves. 
 With our backgrounds in media production and analysis, we readily saw 
the potential in the framework’s mandate. As creativity scholars, however, we 
were acutely aware that the route to achieving that potential was uncharted. 
Paradoxically, that ambiguity allowed us the opening to develop a learning 
environment (Gauntlett, 2019)—and a mindset (Culpepper & Gauntlett, in 
press)—that builds on a diffusion of ideas and theories. These derive from 
disciplines claiming creativity at their core, as well as our experience as 
educators, researchers, and creators in our own right.
 The result, the Creativity Everything lab at Ryerson University, is the 
centre of a diversity of activities through which students, faculty, and the 
community at large can rediscover the changes in outlook, possibilities, and 
identity that accrue to them by participating in the creative process. We 
predicate our work on the notion that the act of making things is essential 
to understanding creativity and identifying how it affects our lives. This 
perspective has helped us see that creativity is not only the lab’s reason for 
being; it is the reason for everything we do within its purview. 
 In this article, we discuss how the lab’s origins lay in frustration with 
the often-rigid way academia regards creativity, a treatment we argue runs 
counter to its potential to prepare people for living in the present as well 
as the future. We describe how Creativity Everything functions as a setting 
for its multidisciplinary researchers to explore the workings of creativity 
as we develop projects and experiences involving a wide range of creators 
and creative practices. In a trio of case studies, we relate how the facets 
of the lab—teaching, research, events, and collaborations—interweave in 
a platform for creativity that serves the broadest possible audiences of 
students, colleagues, and fellow citizens. In reviewing our creative practice-
as-research mindset, we detail how it colours our teaching, our research, and 
dissemination in diverse media, our students’ learning outcomes, and how, in 
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the process, creativity can stretch the boundaries of what universities can be 
and do. 
A Conduit for Creative Trust
Now in its third year, the Creativity Everything lab serves the university and 
the public with a variety of teaching, online and video projects, collaborations, 
events, outreach, writings, and opportunities for making things. The lab 
forms a backdrop for the creative experiences of the people who work with 
and through it. We aim for it to embody the sort of enterprise that teacher 
and artist Corita Kent specified in her first rule for engendering creativity in 
students—that is, a trusty and trusted conduit for creativity (Kent & Steward, 
2008).
 That sounds simple, but the realization of it was hard-won. The theories 
and principles behind the lab were cultivated over decades. Between us, we 
have many years of experience in media as well as the academy. Working 
with and for media organizations, we sought and supported creativity with 
our colleagues and audiences; the more music, magazines, or websites we 
made, the more we saw that it was the connections to others’ creativity that 
enhanced our abilities to think and act creatively. Our ad hoc observations-
through-work of the creative process—and, more specifically, how it plays out 
in the lives of regular people—drove us to formal study. 
 There we discovered a splintered prism. Although creativity is “a 
fundamentally human characteristic that is central to our well-being, our 
productivity and our prosperity” (Jackson, 2006, p. 1), disciplines historically 
have fragmented its understanding. Much early research was grounded in 
psychology, where creativity has been a subject of ongoing study since the 
1950s. However, it was (and is) undeniable that other fields – particularly those 
that pertain to the humanities – offer invaluable theoretical approaches to 
understanding creativity’s distinctive social and cultural facets and to fuse 
theory with creativity as lived experience.
 We have stumbled, more or less, across insightful articles about the 
practices of creativity in journals from assorted humanities domains such 
as architecture (e.g. Baker, 2017; Kreiner, 2017), archeology (Dann & Joliet, 
2018; Douny, 2014), performing arts (Beer & Hes, 2017; Harrison & Rouse, 2014; 
Tracy, 2019) and communication studies (McIntyre, 2019; Trotman, 2019). 
They are generally written in field-specific argots and published in journals 
and books aimed at those who already understand what they were saying. 
They thus fell shy of making a substantial interdisciplinary impact. In effect, 
the restrictiveness of academic fields in general effectively reinforced their 
differences. It sustained their divisions, setting a challenge to those like us 
who sought a broader vista of creativity. 
 However, we find the most exciting thing about studying creativity 
—and expressing it—is the realization that it is inherently transdisciplinary. 
Our perspective was echoed by Hennessey and Amabile in their 
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examination of the facets of creativity research: “Only by using multiple 
lenses simultaneously, looking across levels, and thinking about creativity 
systematically, will we be able to unlock and use its secrets” (2010, p. 590). 
 For them and us, systems theories of creativity—which build on similar 
constructs in physics—allowed a way forward. Social psychologists (e.g., 
Csikszentmihalyi, 1999, 1988; Montouri, 2011; Sawyer, 2006; Glaveanu, 2017; 
Glaveanu & Tanggaard, 2014), devised these theories to speculate where 
creativity comes from and how it is perceived. They maintain that “creativity 
results from a complex system of interrelating and interacting factors” 
involving individuals, society, and culture (Kozbelt, Beghetto, & Runco, 2010, 
p. 28). This made sense to us; after all, everyone who makes things does so in 
specific personal, social, and cultural contexts. 
 Systems theories of creativity also reiterated some of the social 
and cultural arguments that we found useful in building our models. For 
example, more than a dozen years ago, as we were exploring the relationships 
between making and self-concept (Gauntlett, 2007), we drew upon strands 
of research that helped us to understand, in different ways, how creativity 
influences identity (Culpepper & Gauntlett, in press a). These incorporated 
the philosophy of science, sociological debates about how people order 
their social realities, and the limited advances in neuroscience on the 
consciousness of personal identity. 
 Simultaneously, we accessed readings from academics and creative 
practitioners who were interested in how creativity affects the lives of 
everyday people. Among them were 19th-Century philosophers such as John 
Ruskin (2009) and William Morris (2004), who saw creativity as a human 
quality of social value. Their aesthetic and utopian ideals can be seen to 
have presaged the contemporary crafts revival, the maker movement, 
and the positive intentions of social media—but not the assorted negative 
practices of social media companies, such as mass surveillance (Zuboff, 2019), 
devising algorithms that marginalize users on the basis of gender, race, and 
socioeconomic status (Nobile, 2018), and exploiting unpaid users for their 
experience and content creation (Sadowski, 2019).
 
Five Guiding Thinkers 
The work of many interdisciplinary thinkers has informed the ethos of 
Creativity Everything. We will here mention five key examples. First, from 
feminist critiques of research methodology, we took the point that both 
quantitative and qualitative methods are often problematic in the way they 
treat participants. People give up their valuable time to share experiences 
or feelings with the researcher, who says ‘thank you’ and walks away, to 
publish their findings in obscure journals in exchange for intellectual 
prestige. Participants typically only get a simulation of a real conversation, 
cannot really shape the research agenda, and have no agency in how the 
dialogue is framed (Reinharz, 1992; Leavy & Harris, 2018). Avoiding these 
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kinds of exploitation can be a set of knotty problems even for the most 
well-meaning researchers. They are not easily ‘solved’, but we believe it is 
important that researchers should do their best to mitigate them. We seek to 
do this enabling participants to have as much voice as possible, in a making 
and talking session which is designed to be a rewarding way to spend time, 
where they are able to shape what they do and how they do it, and bring in 
elements which may not have been part of our research agenda.
 Our second influence is the anthropologist Tim Ingold (2010, 2013), 
who positioned making at the centre of creativity, developing individuals 
and cultures, reinforcing the notion that creativity is contextual: “I want to 
think of making […] as a process of growth. This is to place the maker from 
the outset as a participant in amongst a world of active materials. These 
materials are what [they have] to work with, and in the process of making 
[the person] ‘joins forces’ with them, bringing them together or splitting 
them apart, synthesizing and distilling, in anticipation of what might emerge” 
(Ingold, 2013, p. 21; emphasis in original). Third is the radical philosopher 
Ivan Illich, who outlined the moral and ethical case for why people need to 
have access to the resources and possibilities of creativity: “People need . . 
. above all the freedom to make things among which they can live, to give 
shape to them according to their own tastes, and to put them to use in 
caring for and about others” (1973, p. 11). Fourth, musicologist and composer 
Christopher Small (1998) envisioned music as a way of exploring, affirming, 
and celebrating human relationships. He coined the verb musicking to 
highlight music as something we do, rather than a thing. Musicking happens 
through composing, performing, listening, practicing, dancing, or any other 
act involved in the generation of music. “The act of musicking establishes 
in the place where it is happening a set of relationships, and it is in those 
relationships that the meaning of the act lies” (1998, p. 13). This insistence on 
creativity as something that people do, process not product, was striking.
 The fifth thinker in this list is Janelle Monáe, the musician, performer, 
and producer. She has spoken in several forthright, thoughtful interviews 
about the ways in which she has created her own path, starting by reflecting 
on her own identity, emotions and concerns, and then working outwards 
from this, to “impact people and be helpful to others” (Sewell, 2019). Speaking 
about coming out as queer, Monáe says:
I knew that by being truthful through my art, people were gonna 
have questions, and I had to figure out a way to talk about it. And 
in having those talks with myself, I realized it was bigger than 
just me. There are millions of other folks who are looking for a 
community. And I just leaned into that. I leaned into the idea that 
if my own church won’t accept me, I’m gonna create my own 
church. (ibid)         
Helping people with diverse voices to find ways to express themselves is 
central to Creativity Everything.
 If we take them together, these ideas suggest ways in which we can 
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bring people together in various formats to connect through making, and 
in the process, position creativity as a social verb, leveraging its potential to 
change people and societies. We have also looked to many other artists and 
other cultural producers for insight—how they kept going when projects 
went awry, the benefits of daily practice, and the contexts that guide their 
work. The diverse and growing group includes Canadian artists such as 
photographer and podcaster Jodianne Beckford, painter Bobbie Burgers, 
music producer Tasneem, and portraitist and storyteller Alia Youssef. As 
contemporary humanities practitioners, they foreground the generativity that 
interests us. 
 These different sources allowed us to tap what the anthropologist 
Eitan Wilf called “the ethnographic contexts of ‘creativity’” (2014, p. 398). 
More specifically, we examine the ways that people who engage in creative 
processes talk about what they do, how they share with others and the 
effect that making has on individual identity. We are also curious about the 
outcome of teaching and learning creativity with our students, and whether 
what they learned through making things in our classes could propagate 
creativity in other areas of their lives.
 Of course, all theories can be said to scaffold on what precedes 
them, and we are in effect constructing a bricolage of theory and applied 
knowledge. The term is fitting: “The etymological foundation of bricolage 
comes from a traditional French expression that denotes craftspeople 
who creatively use materials left over from other projects to construct new 
artifacts” (Rogers, 2012, p. 1). The reference to the diversity of sources is fitting, 
too. With Creativity Everything, we apply translational academic rigour to our 
work, wishing “to speak correctly about the world that we want to capture it 
fully, through rich accounts from many places and diverse voices” (Gauntlett, 
2019e).
 Our bricolage led us towards a definition of creativity that would 
address the everyday activities of individuals—who knit, for instance, or make 
music, or build things with Lego, or make YouTube videos—and the processes 
they follow to create things: 
 Everyday creativity refers to a process which brings 
together at least one active human mind, and the material or 
digital world, in the activity of making something. The activity has 
not been done in this way by this person (or these people) before. 
The process may arouse various emotions, such as excitement 
and frustration, but most especially a feeling of joy. When 
witnessing and appreciating the output, people may sense the 
presence of the maker, and recognise those feelings. (Gauntlett, 
2018a, p. 87)
It is a little overcomplicated because it is trying to capture certain things 
missed in other definitions, while seeking to sidestep specific definitional 
traps that others have fallen into; see Kampylis & Valtanen (2010) for a robust 
discussion of these. Crucially, though, this definition highlights a human 
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process which does involve the creation of things, but which is about the 
exchange of emotion. This, then, became foundational to our approach.
From Theory to Reality
The inclusive nature of Creativity Everything forsakes siloed disciplines for 
an “everything lens” that is most interested in working with actual creative 
people. By that, of course, we do mean everyone: students, our partners in the 
lab, those who work in the creative industries, people we encounter locally, 
international networks, and anyone we can reach on the internet.
 If Creativity Everything can be said to have a bias, it is towards 
actual creating because action informs perception, which in turn informs 
knowledge (Briscoe & Grush, 2017). It emphasizes learning from all kinds 
of real creators through listening, conversing, and making; it is, therefore, 
inclusive of media and people, regardless of background and orientation. Its 
baseline is pleasurable engagement taken seriously – that is, playing to learn 
about creativity – a duality that Dewey (1933) found to be the optimal state of 
mind for learning. 
 Indeed, the lab is arguably more mindset than a place (Culpepper 
& Gauntlett, in press b). Creativity Everything surfaces in classes, research 
projects, and an array of pop-up events that engage the public. In effect, we 
want to offer to everyone the invitation to step into a supportive, open-ended 
space and experience how it feels to see oneself as a creative being. We want 
to stir in as much variation in activity and people as possible, and not put a 
border around creativity. Ultimately, we want people to broaden their sense of 
themselves as creative, and we know that getting people to create is the most 
effective way of making that happen.
 Three recent projects from the lab illustrate that point. The first involves 
the curriculum design for a widely subscribed class based in the School of 
Creative Industries at Ryerson University. The second is a research project that 
imagines inclusive new futures for makerspaces. The third is a community-
based fortnight of workshops under the Creativity Everything banner. Beyond 
illustrating the tenets of Creativity Everything, these examples demonstrate 
our contention that theory is practice, making is thinking, and doing is 
researching. 
Case Study: Supporting learning
Action is the most straightforward way to bridge creativity theory and 
practice, and this principle is demonstrated clearly in the practice of teaching, 
or rather, supporting people in learning. It is, at its essence, a compelling way 
to test how well our theoretical scaffolding holds up to the rigors of actual 
human experience. It is also key to fulfilling the imperatives that make up the 
Creative Canada Framework (2017).
 Given our theoretical backgrounds, our classes centre on learners who 
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make things in and for the course, and we consider ourselves learners as well. 
As noted in a note-to-self blog post, reflecting on what the distinctive point of 
a “teaching” session must be:
The only thing that gives any meaning and purpose to a taught 
course like this is the meaning-making and dialogues and 
relationships in the room. The course is led by me and can totally 
take my own curious perspective on the topic as a starting 
point—rapidly followed by the thoughts and feelings of everyone 
else in the room—otherwise what’s the point . . . The only 
distinctive thing about the university course is that we come to 
this place and have personal approaches to the matters in hand.
(Gauntlett, 2018b; emphasis in original)
To put it another way, this relational model of teaching means that we are 
transparent about our interpretations of creativity, and work alongside 
students to come to new mutual understandings about what it means to 
make things now (Gauntlett, 2019d).
There are many routes within this mode of learning—all of which involve 
making—so students complete assignments like keeping creativity journals, 
making class presentations, talking with visiting speakers, and participating 
in workshops. The goal is to help them create multiple pathways of reflective 
learning, the kind that is most meaningful and personal in the long run. 
 The prototypical course of this type is “Your Creative Self,” an elective 
available to students across the university. As the course description put 
it, “This course is about self-driven creativity—making media, making 
inspirations, and making a difference. Everything begins with creative 
individuals. We may move in and out of creative communities, and 
collaborative environments, but the one constant is your own creative self” 
(Gauntlett, 2019a). 
 Bringing this about required a mix of linked strategies that abandoned 
the classic lecture/assignment dyad in favour of a constructivist approach 
(e.g., Dewey, 1933; Ingold, 2013; Papert, 1981) that focused on reflexive making. 
To some, this direction will recall Ratto’s ongoing emphasis on the role of 
critical making – that is, engaging with tools and materials to facilitate new 
thinking, particularly about science and technology – in pedagogy (2011; Ratto 
& Hertz, 2019). To that end, homework in the form of readings and videos 
allowed students to cover established constructs of creativity; we discussed 
these briefly each session. The decision freed class time for the more 
affecting business of reflective exercises in which students were encouraged 
to consider the origins of their ideas, questioning their motivations and 
rationales, and, crucially, what compels them to create. Accordingly, each 
session included approximately 45-minute-long exercises, which required the 
flexibility, fluency, and tolerance for ambiguity demanded of or all creative 
action (Osborn, 1953). From a blog post about the experience:
 . . . I do [the exercises] myself in class too, for the first time for 
me, as it is for [the students]—typically thinking ‘Oh, this is 
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hard!’ Of course, the reason I do it too is not because I think 
my responses are especially important but just because I want 
to be participating as well, alongside the students—we are all 
uncertain creators, finding our way, individually but also together. 
(Gauntlett, 2019a; emphasis in the original). 
 With 55 students, the size of this class allowed for the making sessions 
to conclude with shared debriefs in small groups. Also, each class could 
feature five-minute presentations from students about their own personal 
creative projects. To reinforce reflexivity, they were asked to describe in their 
presentations the creative challenges they faced and what they gleaned from 
meeting them. Because they pursued activities that ranged from tap dancer 
to social media influencer to spoken-word poet, the ideas and discoveries the 
students shared were often inspiring and sometimes moving. Tellingly, post-
class evaluations indicated that the students highly valued this part of the 
curriculum.
 Three salient points from Ingold (2013) about making informed the 
content and construction of this course. First, learning with creativity carries 
more impact than learning about creativity; second, our meanings and 
understandings about creativity are built by going forward with action; and 
third, transformational (as opposed to documentary) learning carries with it 
the more significant potential for lasting change. These precepts also pertain 
to research, as the next section details.
Case study: Makerspaces project
Across Canada, makerspaces are familiar fixtures in cities, schools, public 
libraries, and occasional pop-up locations. They routinely provide space 
and equipment—often in the form of 3-D printers, circuit boards, and vinyl 
cutters—as well as education and resources for children and adults who 
want to learn, create, design, and invent. The potential they offer in building 
imaginations, however, is inevitably constrained by physical affordances 
of time, space, and money. Moreover, the STEM-focused cultures of many 
makerspaces have prompted questions of equality, sustainability, and 
convertibility of skills that must be addressed to open them up to diverse 
users. The concept of “the makerspace mindset” (Thestrup & Velicu, 2018), 
suggests a way past those constrictions for groups to collaborate regardless 
of place via such strategies as resource sharing and online sessions. In turn, 
the makerspace mindset could realize its promise by leveraging “platforms 
for creativity” (Gauntlett, 2012, 2018a) that can assist in strategizing how to 
equitably direct efforts toward a more expansive and sustainable society for 
creating. We use the phrase “platforms for creativity” to indicate any kind 
of environment, event, tool or toy, online or offline or both, which invites 
people to step into a sphere of creativity that they would not otherwise have 
experienced.
 Our project (Culpepper & Gauntlett, in press) aimed to explore 
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these strategies in detail. We argued that educators and others who run 
makerspaces should consider “platforms for creativity” as integral to the 
makerspace mindset. Together, we contend, mindset and platforms can 
facilitate the development of more and better ways for all kinds of people to 
share in the individual and social benefits of making and sharing. 
 The lab began this project with an extensive review of inclusion/
exclusion in Western makerspaces (Payette, 2019), with particular emphasis 
on the numerous subtle and informal ways in which people not from the 
dominant demographic were often led to conclude that the space was 
not really “for them.” This was augmented with an examination of global 
makerspace cultures. Tired of male-dominated spaces, and bored by the 
brown-and-grey “machine shop” aesthetic of many makerspaces, we were 
still interested in the ways that makerspace users can connect with each 
other—to exchange ideas, learn from each other, and build ladders of 
inspiration—regardless of physical space. One educator called this “learning 
glo-cally” (Thestrup, personal communication, 2019).
 In assessing how to square these interests, we investigated the 
theoretical underpinnings of the makerspace movement (Papert, 1991) and 
its current interpretations (Collins, 2019; Kim, Edouard, Alderfer & Smith, 
2018; Pepler et al., 2015). One of the most potentially transformative things to 
emerge from the makerspaces is the maker mindset: “[A] can-do attitude 
that can be summarized as ‘what can you do with what you know?’ It is 
an invitation to take ideas and turn them into various kinds of reality. It is a 
chance to share in communities of makers of all ages by sharing your work 
and expertise” (Dougherty, 2013, p. 9).
 That was the starting point for what Thestrup and Velicu (2018) term 
the makerspace mindset—a pedagogical turn that emphasizes the potential 
for creating a culture for building creativity, equity, and collaboration while 
allowing for the ambiguities and benefits of bringing people together. Its 
most relevant characteristic is that the connections and understandings 
that happen in the makerspace are more important than the physical 
parameters of the space itself. Accordingly, the makerspace mindset 
emphasises characteristics such as playfulness, improvisation, and a tolerance 
of ambiguity over those of competition, rule-following, and certitude. The 
change in perspective could hold open the possibility of increasing the 
diversity of makerspaces, combining learners of all ages and backgrounds, 
making all kinds of things to explore their creative identities. After all, when 
people get together in person or virtually to make things, they forge shared 
understandings. Over time, these can extend past individual relationships to 
potentially contribute to local resilience, sustainability, and, perhaps in time, 
broad social change.
 In our assessment, we argued that such a shift necessitates the 
structures offered by platforms for creativity. While many things can be said 
to be platforms—YouTube, for example, or fabric scraps and a glue gun, or 
electronics kits, or even paper and crayons—it is crucial that any potential 
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platform for creativity, online or offline, supports and nurtures people’s 
creativity. 
 Importantly, this underlined that platforms for creativity must also 
offer an invitation to join in, and opportunities to connect with others, a 
perception borne out by our research experiences (Culpepper & Gauntlett, 
in press b). In our sessions, we ask people to make things; with the invitation 
to join in, everyone is acknowledged as a creator. Moreover, the things they 
make can be as simple or elaborate as people wish. That removes the spectre 
of competition and allows a group acknowledgment that everyone has 
something to express. As we conduct reflexive debriefs about the process 
of creating, these sessions invariably deliver insights on how groups and 
individuals relate to each other through making. 
 It is interesting to note that the makerspace mindset and platforms 
for creativity coexist to a degree in the Art Hives Network, a consortium of 
community-based arts entities across Canada and throughout the world 
(Timm-Bottos & Reilly, 2015). Art Hives frequently focus on art therapy, and 
their stated guidelines also promote the qualities of sharing, communication, 
and equity that we argue the most inclusive makerspaces and platforms 
encourage. Further, they aim “to build solidarity across geographic distances . 
. . [to] create multiple opportunities for dialogue, skill sharing, and art making 
between people of differing socio-economic backgrounds, ages, cultures, 
and abilities” (Art Hives, 2020). Directed by Janis Timm-Bottos of Concordia 
University in Montreal, the organization emphasizes a research-practice 
continuum borne of inclusive, open-ended investigation, and promotes 
creativity as a means for cultivating social change. In the context of the larger 
entity, each Art Hive represents a makerspace where many different kinds 
of people are welcome to explore ideas while creating art (and, in some 
places, gardens); correspondingly, each holds the potential to be the tool for 
conviviality that Illich (1973) envisioned.
 Creativity Everything shares many of the same goals as the Art Hives 
network; our distinction is our stress on the experience of making a wide 
variety of things—some art-focused, many not—as a necessary step towards 
empowering creativity. An example is described in the next case study. 
Case study: Community project
Toronto has a history of alternative and anarchist schools, arguably reaching 
an apogee with the Occupy movement in the wake of the 2010 G20 Toronto 
summit protests. Entities such as Anarchist U and the Free Skool were run by 
volunteers who facilitated open-to-everyone classes and discussion groups 
exploring political and social change (Doctorow, 2012; Kinch, 2013; Schantz, 
2012). Contemporaneously, as it happens, we had accepted an invitation 
to run a book discussion and workshop for a separate Free School that the 
organizers hosted in their squat – an otherwise vacant mansion in the heart of 
London, United Kingdom (Gauntlett, 2019c).
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 These Free Schools had much in common. Their classes, whether they 
were about economic activism or the social meaning of creativity, maintained 
a commitment to inclusivity, open-ended exercises, and a distinct preference 
towards learning through making. Informed by these experiences, we created 
the Creativity Everything FreeSchool in the summer of 2019. Promoted as 
“Two weeks of creative everything, open to everybody,” the FreeSchool was 
advertised by assorted electronic and physical means across Toronto and 
beyond (Gauntlett, 2019b). To see a video that introduces the Creativity 
Everything FreeSchool visit here.
 We set up a diverse array of workshops, organized into three 
interconnected strands, Making, Discovery, and Process, although, of course, 
every session spoke in some way to making, discovery, and process. Classes 
were headlined by a range of activities such as drawing, problem-solving, 
fashion-hacking, poetry-writing and graphic design, but each was—in 
different ways—about creative identity and thinking of oneself as a creative 
person. The sessions were led by the research team at Creativity Everything as 
well as Toronto-area artists and creative practitioners. 
 The Creativity Everything FreeSchool was an immediate draw; more 
than 1,000 people requested free tickets, and hundreds of people attended 
(Senra-François & Gauntlett, 2019). It is worth noting that while the FreeSchool 
indeed served our students, it was also well-attended by makers of a range 
of ages and backgrounds from our community. Aiming at this mixed cohort 
brought the Creativity Everything FreeSchool closer to the roots of the 
original movement. 
 Because we could hardly count on everyone who came to, for instance, 
the cartooning class to be adept at drawing, we based our sessions on 
Seymour Papert’s brilliant insight that creative and/or learning experiences 
should have “low floors, high ceilings, and wide walls” (Papert, 1980, 1993; 
Resnick & Silverman, 2005, p. 2). It means that the learning experience should 
be easy to step into (low floor), that a project can begin simply but with the 
ability to become complex if warranted (high ceilings), and that any materials 
should allow many different kinds of people to make and do many different 
kinds of things (wide walls).
 Two examples from the FreeSchool illustrate the point. The graphic 
design class had people cut up textured papers to prototype the cover of the 
book they would write about creativity, resulting in both spare and elaborate 
renditions. Similarly, those who attended the session on fashion hacking 
brought in old clothes to revamp with actions as simple as changing a hem 
or as detailed as reshaping seams or adding contrasting fabric insertions. 
We documented the sessions in a video we produced for the Creativity 
Everything website.
 In scope and delivery, the broad offerings of the Creativity Everything 
FreeSchool earned positive feedback from the attendees. Based on the 
written comments we solicited at the end of every session, they said they 
liked the variety, which encouraged them to think about creativity in different 
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ways through different media, and they emphasized that the free classes 
enabled them to participate fully. These responses—along with several 
anecdotal ones received during and after the FreeSchool—seemed to confirm 
that we had indeed modelled a place that everyone was invited to step into as 
a creative being. 
 That summer’s experience also allowed us a new test of eight principles 
for successful platforms for creativity (Gauntlett, 2014, 2018a), which were 
initially developed to describe effective online creative platforms, but turned 
out to apply equally well to offline experiences:
1. Embrace “because we want to”: At the FreeSchool, we sought to go with 
the grain of what people already wanted to do and were interested in – while 
stirring in some challenge (which the participants also sought). They made 
and shared things they enjoyed, and that they could tailor to their wishes. 
They could draw, design, and make what they wished; our suggestions were 
prompts, not prods. 
2. Set no limits on participation: As a platform, the FreeSchool welcomed 
anyone who wanted to come along. Classes were spread over the course of 
two weeks, and at various hours, to make it easier to find an accommodating 
time. Moreover, as the sessions were free, the cost of materials and tuition 
was taken off the table.
3. Celebrate participants, not the platform: The FreeSchool classes were 
designed in a way to encourage people not just to make, but also to share 
what they made with their tablemates and the rest of the people in the 
room. Through guided debriefs, the facilitators maintained the spotlight on 
individual and group creativity, rather than the format of the class.
4. Support storytelling: People connect when they tell stories, and when the 
stories scaffold together—as they often did in the process of the FreeSchool 
sessions—they build more significant meanings that can be understood by 
everyone in the room. 
5. Some gifts, some theatre, some recognition: The Creativity Everything 
FreeSchool was in every respect a liminal experience. Its ephemerality 
accented the idea that the classes were a stage—for giving and receiving 
creative gifts, for performing creative identity, and for witnessing and 
applauding the contributions of others. 
6. Online to offline is a continuum: They are not mutually exclusive, a 
distinction that many FreeSchool attendees instinctively understood. 
Anecdotally, they spoke of learning new creative skills on YouTube and other 
digital platforms; at the same time, they often added that they appreciated 
the advantages of individual communication and group energy afforded by 
the in-person classes—while sharing the highlights with their friends and 
colleagues on social media.
7. Reinvent learning: Following its antecedents, the FreeSchool encouraged 
people to learn from each other and to pursue the subjects and lessons they 
were most interested in. Similarly, there were no grades. Our emphasis was on 
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learning and self-development through the process of doing and reflecting 
on creativity, not really on the physical product of any session.
8. Foster genuine communities: The creativity engendered by the 
FreeSchool encouraged a flowering of formal and informal partnerships 
and practices. For example, we met Camille Favreau because she was an 
eager participant in as many sessions as possible, frequently skipping out 
of her job in a financial corporation in order to explore her creativity at the 
FreeSchool. Such was her enthusiasm that we invited her to run a workshop 
session on the creative eye, and later invited her to host and co-produce the 
Creativity Everything lab podcast (Favreau & Gauntlett, 2020). The FreeSchool 
also helped to build collaboration with other Toronto organizations, such 
as CreateBeing and Artscape Launchpad, and led on to the biweekly drop-
in creativity sessions offered by Creativity Everything throughout the year.
Because we like things to be fresh and surprising, the FreeSchool was never 
intended to be an annual event. Instead, we are using its lessons now to 
devise the next projects that will emerge from Creativity Everything.
Conclusion
The Creativity Everything lab, then, exists to invite people in, and share 
ideas. Previously we had assumed that the important activity was in writing 
and communicating about concepts and principles, and getting those out 
into the world, regardless of the constraints of geography. That remains 
important, but the Canadian emphasis on locating research of any kind in 
a ‘lab’, in which activities could be based, turned out to be a blessing, kick-
starting a fresh experiment in community and place-making. 
 The notion that everyone has creative potential is very ordinary and 
obvious to us, and yet we are continually surprised to find many people who 
believe that they are not creative, and cannot be, because they were not 
born with it, and/or because some teacher or authority figure thoughtlessly 
dismissed something that they had created, when they were 14. Even so, they 
understand the metaphor that creativity needs to be unlocked, when we get 
the chance to introduce it, because they know what that locking feels like.
 We also very often find that creativity is thought of as “arty” activities. 
Even when people are aware that the definition of the word reaches well 
beyond that sphere in theory, as it were, they will still say that they are not 
creative because they are no good at painting. By highlighting the unlimited 
ways in which people do create, Creativity Everything spurs the conversation 
around the opportunities to develop creativity as a discrete skill in and of 
itself, as well as the idea of creativity as a self-identity that you can step into.
 The case studies discussed here, encompassing practices in teaching 
and learning, research, and community engagement, illustrate different 
facets of our approach to knowledge-building. As outlined above, creativity 
as an academic discipline has been dominated by psychologists eager to 
stamp it with the veneer of “scientific” certainties. We prefer to see creativity 
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as a field of diverse practitioners, learning by doing, and as a place of active 
discovery. This is not because of a lack of commitment to rigour. On the 
contrary, it is because we want to understand creativity fully and properly that 
we are uninterested in superficial methodologies, and seek instead a deep 
and respectful conversation about the real meanings of creativities, in all their 
forms.
 Back in 1999, Nancy Cartwright, the philosopher of science with a 
background in advanced mathematics, published The Dappled World, which 
explains at the start: “This book supposes that, as appearances suggest, 
we live in a dappled world, a world rich in different things, with different 
natures, behaving in different ways. The laws that describe this world are 
a patchwork, not a pyramid” (Cartwright, 1999, p. 1). This approach seeks to 
build understandings by listening to diverse voices, rather trying to make 
everything all the same, and commends deep listening over statistical 
averages. We also take from philosopher Richard Rorty (1979) the idea that 
the work of scholars committed to progress should be about the generation 
of new ideas, in playfully prodding the academy in any ways that might be 
fruitful, rather than seeking only to extend the long roll of flat description. 
With Creativity Everything, we find this can be done in many ways – through 
research, events, teaching and learning, community engagement, digital 
media, collaborations with diverse organizations , and our own experiences 
of making things – which are all parts of the same thing, with the mission to 
unlock creativities for all.
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